For the fan structure, 8-node isoparametric quadrilateral elements are used to discretize the structure based on the fan blade shape while 20-node isoparametric hexahedron elements are used to discretize the surrounding air of the fan blade. The intensity of pressure at an arbitrary point in the surrounding air can be solved by the Galerkin method when the boundary condition is considered. The Wilson-θ method with good stability is used to solve the airstructure coupling equations. The calculated natural modes and the tested natural modes are compared. The mode method is used to calculate and analyze the fan blade dynamic characteristics in order to study the air-structure coupling.
THE BLADE EQUATION 2.1 Selection of Element Types
With simple element shapes, the accuracy of a representation increases for a given number of elements and improves considerably for a given number of degrees of freedom. For the a blade structure, a suitable element type should be selected. When a structure length or breadth is larger than 5 times its thickness, it is termed as a thin plate structure. This kind of structure is always discretized into planar elements. The planar elements include triangular elements (three node, six node, seven node) and quadrilateral elements (four node, eight node). These elements present some disadvantages in calculating precision and suitable boundaries. Therefore isoparametric elements are used to discretize the structure [8] . The blade element mapping is shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1
Thin plate structure
Blade Equation
Without considering the structure damping, the structure is discretized into finite elements. The equation of motion of the blade is;
(1)
where K s is the stiffness matrix of the blade, M s is the mass matrix of the blade, r is the nodal displacement vector of the structure. When the structure damping is considered, the equation of motion is modified as shown in Equation (2).
(
where C s is the damping matrix of the blade, R represents the excitation forces applied to the blade in the coupled system. Matrices K s and M s are assembled by the element stiffness matrix [K s ] e and the element mass matrix [M s ] e , respectively. The element stiffness matrix and the element mass matrix satisfy the conditions:
where N e is the matrix of element shape functions, N eT is the transpose of N e . B e is the strain-displacement matrix, B eT is the transpose of B e . D e is the elasticity matrix, ρ s is the element mass density and V e is the element volume.
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The matrix M s can be calculated using the consistent mass matrix method or the concentrate mass matrix. However, the consistent mass matrix method demands much computer memory while the concentrate mass matrix method requires less computer memory and makes the calculation simple, convenient and quick. In the latter method the element mass is assigned to every node, and the calculated natural frequency is lower than the actual. In order to calculate the natural frequency of the structure accurately, the inertia loading equivalent method is used since the matrix [M s ] e reflects the elements inertia loading [7] .
Figure 2
The air element motion analysis
THE AIR EQUATION
The fan blade is rotating in air. The air is assumed as uniform, viscosity minor and irrotational ideal air. Therefore, the three-dimensional isoparametric elements are used to discretize the air The loads acting on the arbitrary isoparametric element are shown in Figure 2 . The rotating fan blade gives rise to the disturbed air field the moving speed ϕ (x,y,x,t)of an arbitrary point in the air field will satisfy [9] .
where ∇ 2 is the laplacian ( ∇ 2 = ∂ 2 ∂x 2 + ∂ 2 ∂y 2 + ∂ 2 ∂z 2 ), ρ is the air density, K denotes the bulk modulus of the air such that; (6) Equation (5) simplifies to (7) 
THE BLADE AND AIR COUPLING ANALYSIS 4.1 The blade and air elements interaction
The fan blade gives rise to steady vibration due to the excitation in the air. The blade motion modifies the disturbed air field. The effect on the air field is equal to the disturbed fountain on the blade surface as shown in Figure 3 . An interaction exists between the blade element and the air element. The interacting air elements satisfy Equation (7) . Applying the boundary condition, the air on the interaction surface should satisfy Equation (8). The pulsant source applied to the point P The disturbed intensity of pressure of point Q
Here n denotes the unit normal vector at the interaction surface, ü n denotes the unit normal vector of the unit acceleration.
For the air field, there are some boundary conditions other than the interaction surface; these boundary conditions are of three kinds.
(1) On the fixed boundary condition, the air satisfies Equation (9) (9) (2) On the free surface where Z = 0, the air satisfies Equation (10) (10) where g is the acceleration of gravity and d 0 is the vertical displacement of the particle of air, thus; (11) (3) On the infinite boundary there is no reflection for the air, therefore the Sommerfeld reflect condition can be used as such, the air satisfies Equation (12) (12) where, r n is the normal direction of the farfield.
Generally, it is difficult to solve Equation (7) for the complicated boundary condition Equations (8)~(12) in three dimensional space. In order to solve Equation (7), φ(x,y,z,t) is used instead of ϕ, while φ denotes the intensity of pressure of an arbitrary point in the disturbed air field. The Galerkin method is used in the course of solving the Equations (7)~ (12) . Suppose φ satisfies the equations, then φ can be approximately expressed as;
(13) where is the shape function vector and is the pressure vector.
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The approximation φ * satisfics Equation (7) (14)
where R r denotes the remnant value. According to the Galerkin method, the solution of the intensity of pressure of an arbitrary point is solved by finding a function φ * to satisfy,
where Ω is the air field volume. Substituting Equation (13) and Equation (15) into Equation (7), the following equation is obtained,
where,
In this case, S r denotes the fixed boundary surface, S F denotes the free surface, S 1 denotes the interaction surface and q 0 denotes the input excitation vector, ٙ denotes the coordinates transformation matrix.
The nutual force on the interaction surface
All the air element motion equations form the air motion Equation (16), as a result the intensity of pressure of an arbitrary point in the air can be obtained. Therefore, the intensity of pressure of the arbitrary point in the air element can be expressed approximately as:
Assume that the arbitrary node virtual displacement is vector δU n (e) on the interaction surface, the normal virtual displacement of the interaction surface may then be derived as follows: (18) where N se denotes the blade element shape function. The virtual power of the arbitrary air element may then be derived as follows: where f pn (e) denotes the normal generalized force vector of the element. When the coordination systems (the local coordination system and the whole coordination system) are changed, the generalized force on the global threedimensional cartesian coordination system may be derived as follows:
( 21) where f p denotes the overall generalized forces applied to the air. When the generalized forces for all the air elements assemble, the overall generalized force may then be derived as:
Based on the law of action and reaction, the overall generalized force is equal to the excitation vector R (23) 
3 The blade and air coupling equation
THE COUPLING EQUATION GROUP SOLUTION
The Wilson-θ method [10] is used if the coupling equation group is solved. Assuming that the blade acceleration changes linearly between the time t and t+θٗt, where θ ≥1.0, based on the arithmetic stability analysis result, when θ ≥1.37, Wilson-θ method is stable without any conditions. For the θ optimization value 1.420815, θ = 1.4. Calculating the stiffness matrix of the blade, the mass matrix of the blade and the damping matrix of the blade, the initialization of the displacement, the speed and the acceleration are provided. When the step of time is selected, the natural frequency and the natural modes of the fan blade can be obtained.
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CALCULATION
For a typical fan with blades as shown in Figure 4 , where the material of the blade is rigid plastic, the rotating blade and the surrounding air interact. The air-structure coupling analysis is used in the interactions. When the blade and the air couple each other, the first ten natural frequencies are calculated (Table I ). The first ten natural modes corresponding to the natural frequency are plotted in Figure 5 , the fringes displayed shapes of modes. In the course of the calculation, the comparison between the coupling and the uncoupling of the corresponding order natural frequencies are as shown in Table I .
Figure 4
Typical fan
Figure 5
The air-structure coupling blade natural modes 7 TEST AND ANALYSIS Some techniques have been developed for quantifying the comparison between measured and predicted mode shapes. The experiment can be used to compare any pair of mode shape estimates. In the experiment, a similar type fan is used as shown in Figure 4 . The blades are fixed according to the working position of the fan. The impulse hammer 086D05 excites the blade. Computer, accelerometers type M352C68, PULSE system Type 3560 C, PULSE Lite Software and ME'scope analysis software are used to analyze the blade mode [11] . The experimental equipment is shown in Figure 6 following the first ten natural frequencies of the fan blade shown in Table I , the corresponding natural modes are shown in Figure 7 , the contours displayed shapes of modes.
Figure 6
Experimental equipment
Figure 7
The tested natural modes
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Considering the coupling condition, the air load is equal to the added mass acting on the blade. The added mass is 0.065 % of the structure mass. The added mass is 1.57% of the structure mass when the coupling condition is not considered. On the same basis, the large thin plate structure vibration can be controlled reasonably if the air-structure coupling is considered. At the same time, trembling can be avoided [12] If the coupling condition is not considered, the first natural frequency of the calculation is higher than that of the experiment. The sound power radiated from vibrating plate is computed using finite element discretization and the structure sound radiation efficiency closely relate to the basic natural frequency for the thin plate structure. From Table I , the air-structure coupling should be considered in order to predict the structure sound radiation of the thin plate. Comparing the experiment and the prediction of the natural frequency and the natural modes of the blade, the difference of the natural frequency is minimized if the coupling condition is considered. The experiment frequency intervenes between the coupling and uncoupling (except some order natural frequency). For the thin blade, calculating its first natural frcquency without considering the air effect of the blade, the prediction is larger than the experiment. If the blade characteristic is analyzed under the condition of the air-structure coupling, the result accords with the experiment.
CONCLUSION
For the fan structure, the air-structure coupling should be considered when the natural frequencies and the natural modes are calculated. The predication is bigger than the experiment if the air-structure coupling is not considered. The method described in this paper is a good method for dealing with different objects in air-structure coupling. The method gives a suitable prediction of the natural frequencies and the natural modes of the structure. The method can be used in the simultaneous description of the design blade and its analysis possibly leading to developments in optimal design. Nevertheless the results described herein should serve as helpful guides to future developments.
